1990 warrior 350

Needs a new motor. The one that's in it overheated because of a snapped water pump belt,
which cracked the heads. May only need new heads but can not be sure. Interior is pristine;
there are almost no flaws and it is nearly perfect cosmetically inside. The outside is in fair shape
for its age and the only notable issues are 1 a hole in the roof which has been sealed and
repaired well and 2 a large sized crack on the passengers side near the bed. Neither of these
issues affects the usability of the RV and there are no leaks. All the appliances work to my
knowledge except the generator, which needs a new starter. I have a clean title in hand and will
sign it over when you decide you want it. Do not come excepting to see a perfect RV, come
expecting to see a small project that could turn into your dream motor home with just a little
work. Cash only, no trades. Pickup in Red Lion. Buyer is responsible for all fees relating to the
vehicle, including having it towed away. Great condition. No leaks. Strong engine. V6 Toyota
with 89k. New belts, new tires, ac works front and back, everything works. Awesome little
motorhome. Custom wood bed storage compartment above drivers and passenger seats. Solar
panels on top. Roof in good condition. For sale Winnebago Warrior in good condition. Toyota
Chassis, V6 engine, automatic transmission, miles runs great. Generator needs tuneup. Will
consider a reaso It's got some small battle scares for a RV and needs a little TLC but runs good
and has many positive attributes. I acquired it recently and realized I don't have proper storage
or need for it right now? So, I will put it up for sale for someone who I'm selling a very nice 21'
Warrior with 49, original miles. The Toyota pickup chassis has the 3. It ru Email Poster Message.
Make Yamaha. The YZF is even better for Everything works as new. Quad has less then 10
hours total use. Runs as a new bike does. Looks new. Green sticker good thru pink slip in hand.
New battery,all new fluids and carb was just rebuilt. Missing fuel tank cover only. The Quad was
ridden twice the stored in the gagage with the wheels carb and tank boxed up from until Great
Quad with under 10 hours of total ride time at a low price. Has reverse,bone stock original, still
has original tires. Selling because we bought a side by side and don't ride it enough. Clean title
in hand. Recently serviced, comes with knobbie and paddle tires. Great bike for beginner or
experienced rider. I am selling a Yamaha warrior it has a yoshimura exhaust in it and many
other after market parts just put a new skid plate on and rear brake pads front still need to be
replaced and brake line needs to be flushed but I have the pads and fluid and will throw those in
other than that the quad runs great no problems text or email if interested. I just don't have time
to ride it anymore and it's taking up space in the garage so it needs to go. Solid machine has
gotten me through lots of mud runs even though it's 2 wheel drive. Fast fun bike! Call or text if
you want to see it. Serious inquiries only please. Under 50 hours ride time, new battery and very
well cared for. LIke new. Completely original 1 owner warrior kept inside. This ATV is original
down to the tires. Great shape and runs well. Model Warrior Total rebuild from ground up fresh
paint runs great fires right up fast very fast Asking Upgrades plus some brand new, unused
parts installed. Less than 50 miles on engine and less than 25 miles on frame with no bends,
welds, or cracks. Quad is from Arizona. Must pick up with own trailer. Everything sold together.
Everything is AS-IS. Great learner quad, got the wife, girl friend or youth you want to see if they
want to roll out with ya. Why buy new to teach them used good condition and low price is the
hot ticket for you. This bike is perfect for the new rider, also comes with paddles. Williamsburg,
VA. Winter Springs, FL. Memphis, TN. Cripple Creek, CO. Lebanon, OH. Morristown, TN. Alert
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not in good shape. Any oil around the shock like it may have a blown seal? On my warrior the
rear spring is adjustable. I can't tell from the pick but maybe it's not adjusted up enough. Could
be the old spring is bad too. Check adjustment first. Look at the ends of the spring and see if it
looks like it has been cut. Often folks take the cheap route to lower it and cut a coil off the
spring. There is a problem. If someone was going to lower it. Why only the rear drop? Is it the
reversed rake look they went for? Not quads. I can see the full body drop for street racing. I
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Member. Hello everyone, I am new hope am welcomed. Warriors 87 and 92 , and an 89 Big Bear
Issues. Hello Folks I have two Warriors 87 and 92 , and an 89 Big Bear. Got spark, got gas,
seems to have compression, but haven't tested it yet She rolls over good, maybe too good Have
spark and enough compression to blow gas mist out the plug hole when cranking. Suggestions,
Been running great since we got it. Checked the stator and its at 30 ohms tried using starter
fluid but nothing. I am completely lost and could use some help thank you. Have a no spark
situation. I have replaced the cdi box,spark plug,coil and stator but still no spark. Doubt Rear
hand brake and Reverse function Restoration bayou in Brasil. Hello, I am restoring a bayou here
in Brazil, I have a question regarding the rear brake activated by the lever on the left side. The
ex-owner connected it in place of the reverse cable and as this is incorrect, could someone
show me through pictures where I correctly connect the rear brake cable? Another thing, every
time you reverse, is it necessary to activate the reverse key? Hey guys I'm new here. I have a 88
warrior that has intermittent spark. When I got the bike the guy said it needed a stator. So I
tested the stator and the Source coil has. Which all seem in range. I did find that the ignition coil
was bad and replaced it. What could this be? No registered users viewing this page. Sign In
Sign Up. Hot Cams Camshaft. ATV Yamaha Year: Olive Green color. Year: more. Car Covers.
Black color. Black And Gray Color. Crankshaft for Yamaha Banshee , H, , Hr, JE Pistons Piston.
Weatherproof Motorcycle cover with 10 Year Warranty and soft fleece inner lining. Special
multi-layer polypropylene with a Outdoor and indoor Motorcycle cover with 5 Year Warranty and
nonabrasive interior. Made from a UV treated PolyShield material with a soft, scratch Dust and
light outdoor Motorcycle cover with 3 Year Warranty and nonabrasive interior. Metalized nylon
material with a tailpipe heat shield for maximum Our softest, most luxurious material made for
your garage kept vehicle. A satin-like stretchy material that is soft both inside and out. Highest
customer satisfaction rating of all covers! Weatherproof Motorcycle cover with Lifetime
Warranty and soft fleece inner lining. Outperforms 5L 5 Layer Covers. High quality woven
polyester fabric Made from a UV treated PolyShield material with a soft, scratch resistant
Special multi-layer polypropylene with a layer High quality woven polyester fabric with Stores
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